To quickly synthesize complex scenes, digital artists often collage together visual elements from multiple sources: for example, mountains from New Zealand behind a Scottish castle with wisps of Saharan sand in front. In this paper, we propose to use a similar process in order to parse a scene. We model a scene as a collage of warped, layered objects sampled from labeled, reference images. Each object is related to the rest by a set of support constraints. Scene parsing is achieved through analysis-by-synthesis. Starting with a dataset of labeled exemplar scenes, we retrieve a dictionary of candidate object segments that match a query image. We then combine elements of this set into a "scene collage" that explains the query image. Beyond just assigning object labels to pixels, scene collaging produces a lot more information such as the number of each type of object in the scene, how they support one another, the ordinal depth of each object, and, to some degree, occluded content. We exploit this representation for several applications: image editing, random scene synthesis, and image-to-anaglyph.
Introduction
Parsing an image into a set of objects and interactions remains a grand challenge in computer vision. When humans look at a scene, e.g. a cityscape, a forest or a cafeteria, we see an organized interaction of objects, functions and spaces. However, many existing scene parsing approaches represent an image simply as a 2D array of pixel labels (e.g. [9] , [18] , [13] , [22] ), and these representations fail to account for occlusion. In typical images, huge swaths of scene structure are occluded from view. Further, occlusion even makes visible content difficult to parse: when projected into a 2D image, background objects are often fragmented by occluders.
To solve these problems, we propose a novel scene model, in which we represent discrete semantic objects on separate layers. We take our lead from human artists. While there are many ways by which an artist can synthesize a scene, one of the quickest and easiest is to collage together the image out of found pieces. Following this collaging approach, we model a scene as a collage of object segments We parse an input image (left) by recombining elements of a labeled dictionary of scenes (middle) to form a collage (right). Bottom: Our representation enables many applications. Representing discrete objects leads to easy scene editing (left; one building may be swapped for another). Representing layers gives us a rough estimate of depth (center; please view with anaglyph glasses ). And because our model is generative, we can synthesize random scenes (right).
sampled from a large database of example images for which humans have provided object label annotations ( Figure 1 ; also see Figure 3 ). The statistics of features in the segments from the database are used to match regions in the query image. Given a query image, we infer a collage through analysis-by-synthesis, building up an explanation that both generates the query's appearance and preserves structural properties of the examples from which the collage is pieced together. Many applications -including image editing, random scene synthesis, and rough image-to-anaglyph -become available once we have inferred a scene collage (Figure 1 , bottom row). We model a scene as a layer-world collage of objects.
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Object support relationships are represented in a "scenegraph". For example, the scenegraph above indicates that the trees are supported by the field.
used to group pixels that undergo the same motion and to handle occlusion [23] , [10] . Unlike these past solutions, our present system operates on a single image rather than a video.
In computer graphics, several approaches synthesize images by compositing layers (e.g. [5] , [1] ). However, these applications rely on human input and their goal is image synthesis whereas our system aims at both scene analysis and scene synthesis.
In the realm of scene parsing, Guo and Hoiem have recently attempted to infer occluded scene content [7] . However, their system does not explicitly represent image layers, nor does it resolve depth ordering.
The LabelMe3D algorithm of Russell and Torralba infers the depth ordering of segments in a scene, but only with the aid of extensive human annotation at test time [16] . Our present aim is a system that is fully automatic at test time. Russell et al. [15] also developed an image segmentation algorithm that involves matching a query image to an "image composite", that is, pieces of similar images stitched together. Our collage-based approach is similar in spirit, but our present goal extends beyond just segmentation.
Another related line of work is image parsing using 3D models [8] , [26] . These methods differ from our own in that they represent objects with 3D models whereas we use a simpler representation: flat layers.
In addition to being layer-based, our approach is example-based and object-based.
Recently, several example-based methods have been applied to scene parsing with promising results [13] , [22] . However, our representation differs from these alternatives in that our examples are human labeled object segments, rather than full images [13] or super-pixels [22] . Other object-based methods have also been proposed: [25] and [21] used object detectors, and [14] showed promising qualitative results at scene parsing with object segments.
The primary contribution of our paper is the application of a novel layer-world representation to understanding and manipulating natural images. Our scene collage representation naturally consists of geometric relationships such as occlusion and depth ordering, and could be further extended to a full 3D model. Furthermore, our polygon-based layer representation is user-friendly; namely, users can easily intervene with the layer world by translating and scaling the polygons or dragging each individual control point.
In addition, we introduce a nonparametric scene grammar for searching a space of reasonable scenes. In particular, we model each scene with a scenegraph of object interrelations. These scenegraphs provide scene level context, which guides how we fit exemplar segments into a scene.
Scene model
We model a scene as a collage of transformed exemplar object segments. Each exemplar object is a labeled object segment from a dictionary, L, of annotated images. These segments consist of the object's classc , a geometric mask, Q , which specifies the object's silhouette, image pixelsĨ , and an appearance modelg (throughout this paper we usẽ · to mark variables that refer to information in our dictionary).
A scene collage consists of transformed versions of the dictionary segments. The indices into the dictionary for the segments used in a collage are denoted as ∈ L. With an object's transformation parameters denoted as θ , we transform exemplar segments masks as:
For transformations T , we consider the following set of manipulations, motivated by the tools a digital compositor might use: {translation, scaling, trimming, in-painting}.
In Section 4, we discuss how these transformations are applied. In addition, each object is assigned to a unique discrete layer, z . A scene collage also consists of a set of semantic object relationships represented as a scenegraph, S ( Figure  2 , right). The scenegraph provides context for each object in the scene. The structure of the scenegraphs is described in Section 2.1. Treating the dictionary as deterministic, we model the probability of a scene collage just in terms of random variables for the dictionary indices used, the transformation and layering parameters, and the scenegraph relationships: X ={L, θ, z, S}. The posterior we seek to optimize is
Scenegraphs
We use object interrelationships to add context to our scene representation. We represent these relationships as a graph support constraints: if object A physically supports object B, then B is a child of A. We call the resulting graph a scenegraph, borrowing the term from the graphics community [20] . At most one parent is assigned to each child Figure 3 : Overview of our approach. Starting with a query image (top left), we retrieve similar images from our dictionary. From these images, we select a set of candidate object segments for use in a collage (bottom left). We align each candidate segment onto the query image (column "Translation potential" depicts the cost of centering the segment at each point in the image, with red being low cost; column "Aligned onto query" shows the aligned mask). Segment boundaries are trimmed and refined with MRF-based segmentation (column "MRF node potential" depicts the probability of each pixel being assigned to a particular segment, with red being high probability). Finally, we choose a set of segments that semantically fit together and well explain the appearance of the query. These segments are layered together to form a "scene collage" (far right).
node, making the resulting graph a forest. An example of a scenegraph is shown in Figure 2 . Image parsing graphs have been previously proposed by a number of authors (e.g. [27] , [26] ), and physical support inference has also recently been explored [19] . Our representation of object relationships is especially similar to Russell et al.'s LabelMe 3D representation [16] . However, whereas Russell et al. demonstrated that this representation is useful for inferring scene structure from human annotations, here we attempt to show its utility toward inferring structure in unlabeled images. Gupta et al. also explored a similar representation, in which objects in a scene are related by a graph of support constraints [8] . However, they used a 3D block representation and automatic segmentation, while we use a simpler, layer-world representation built from human-labeled exemplar segments.
Scenegraph estimation: To estimate the scenegraph for a scene, we apply the following rules: Object A is a parent of B if A is on a higher layer than B and either 1) B is the predominant object in a small region directly below A in the y-coordinate, or 2) B covers ≥ 99% of the region directly underneath A in the z-coordinate.
Likelihood model
An image, I, is generated by a scene collage, X, as follows. Each object in a scene is associated with a functioñ g , which is a generative model of appearance. Intuitively, the object is filled with visual stuff and we model that stuff as a spatially varying distribution over features we expect to see in different subregions of the object's mask (Figure 4) .
Rather than modeling the appearance of raw pixels, we model the generation of image features. Indexing coordinates within an image with q, f (I) q is the feature vector at q in image I.
We use a spatial grid partitioning scheme.g (·, ·) is a 2D distribution with the first dimension over feature and the second over sub-bin of the object's bounding box, BB (BB is the bounding box of Q ). UsingĨ to denote the image pixels of the exemplar indexed by in our dictionary, we first measure a histogram,h , of visual words in each sub-bin B:
where V is an object's visibility mask:
We arrive at the appearance model for an object by averaging its histogram with the histograms of similar segments in our dictionary:
where K is a set of K = |K| nearest-neighbor dictionary segments of the same classc . Averaging with the histograms of these similar segments acts regularize the appearance model. We learn the parameters λ and K from training data, as described in Section 3. We model the likelihood of an entire image I as the probability of each pixel in the image under the appearance model of the object whose visibility mask covers that pixel:
where B (q) is the bounding box sub-bin of BB in which q falls.
For features f , we use a variant of HOG visual words [2] : we augment HOG feature vectors with the a and b components of the L*a*b color space, and we vector quantize these into 1000 visual words using k-means, giving "HOG-color" visual words.
Priors -scene grammar
We represent scene priors with a nonparametric scene grammar. Our grammar defines a set of valid scenegraphs. The intuition behind our grammar is that we interpolate between the scenegraphs of exemplar scenes in our dictionary. We consider the following set of moves: {birth, death, swap}. Each move takes a given valid scenegraph and restructures some part of it to be more like the scenegraph of an exemplar scene. Intuitively, a birth move adds an object to our scenegraph, a death move removes an object, and a swap exchanges one object for another. In Table 1 , we define the set of possible moves that can be applied to make a scenegraph S more like an exemplar scenegraph E. As a concrete example, if one of our exemplar scenegraphs has a "rock" that is the child of a "sea", then our grammar will include the production rule: a "rock" may be born on a "sea". Further examples of valid moves in this scenario are shown in Figure 5 .
Any scene whose scenegraph can be generated in this way is assigned prior probability p(X) = c (c is a constant such that p(X) = 1). All other possible scenes are given probability 0. In addition, we require that the transformed, layered objects in the scene are consistent with the scenegraph, S, in the sense that if we were to apply the scenegraph estimation rules (Section 2.1) to a scene with variables {L, θ, z}, it would result in a scenegraph identical to S. Scenes that do not satisfy this requirement are assigned prior probability p(X) = 0. 
Learning
We learn the parameters λ and K of our likelihood model (Equation 5) from our dictionary of training segments. We cluster dictionary segments by object class and mask shape, and a cluster-specific λ and K is learned for each cluster. We split each cluster into training and test sets (T 1 , T 2 ), and then choose the parameters that maximize the likelihood of test segments under the maximizing assignments of training segment modelsg to test segment appearances f , i.e.
q , q; λ, K).
(7) We perform this optimization using hard-EM [3] .
Inference
Through analysis-by-synthesis, we infer a scene collage that maximizes the model's posterior:
Our system pipeline (in Algorithm 1) consists of three stages: segment retrieval, segment transformation, and segment recombination (Figure 3) . We first retrieve a set of candidate segments to be used in collaging. We then transform each candidate to align with the query image. Finally, we select a subset of the transformed candidates and combine them into an collage that explains the query.
Segment retrieval
We start by retrieving the N-nearest-neighbors images in our dictionary, based on spatial pyramid matching (SPM) [11] with our HOG-color visual words. For each of these N exemplar scenes, we retrieve its k-nearest semantic neighbors using SPM over pixel labels. This gives us N candidate sets of retrieved scenes, {C} N n=1 , which we call context sets (N = 10 in our experiments). Each context set contains k 1 semantically coherent scenes (k 1 = 20 in our experiments). For example, in matching a picture of sand dunes, we may retrieve one context set of beaches and one context set of deserts.
Our next step is to retrieve good candidate object segments from {C} N n=1 . For each context set C n , we select a 
) end while end for X ← arg max n p(X n | I) return X retrieval set, R n , of object segments, chosen from amongst the segments that make up the scenes in C n . We choose segments based on the similarity of their visual features to the features of the query image. In order to sample segments of a variety of sizes, we consider big object segments separately from small object segments. In particular, we first group objects by the area of their mask (|Q |) (in our experiments, we use 10 linearly spaced size categories).Then, for objects in each given size category, we select the k 2 segments that maximize the histogram intersection between the spatial pyramid distribution of HOG-color visual words in the segment and in the query image (k 2 = 40 in our experiments). The union of all these sets of k 2 segments gives us our full retrieval set R n .
Segment transformation
Once we have retrieved a set of candidate segments, we warp each to align with the query image using transformation function T (Equation 1 ), which consists of three separate stages: "translation and scaling", "layering", and "trimming and growing" (Figure 3 ). Objects are translated and scaled during an initial pass over all retrieved segments, whereas layering, trimming and in-painting occurs at each iteration of the segment recombination algorithm (Section 4.3). A brief overview of each step is provided below. For details, please refer to the supplemental materials.
Translation and scaling: Each object from our dictionary is transformed independently. Using a sliding windows approach, we place the object at a location and scale where it maximizes the image likelihood under our generative model from Section 2.2.
Layering: When an object is added to a collage, we insert it at a layer z . All other object segments in the collage at or below this layer are pushed back: z ← z − 1 ∀z ≥ z . We choose z as the assignment that maximizes image likelihood under the new collage. However, we only consider layer assignments that are valid in the sense that the collage's scenegraph remains consistent with the collage's layering order (consistent according to the scenegraph estimation rules of Section 2.1). Also, as a special case, "sky" segments are always placed on the bottom-most layer.
Trimming and growing: We edit object masks (Q ) after each iteration of segment recombination. We formulate this part of the problem as 2D MRF-based segmentation, in which segments in a collage compete to explain pixels near their mask boundaries. The energy of the MRF is based on the likelihood each segment assigns to the pixels under our likelihood model from Section 2.2.
Segment recombination
For each context/retrieval set, we greedily recombine our retrieved, transformed segments in order to explain the query image. We start with a set of N empty collages, one for each of our N context sets. Each context set, C n , defines a context-dependent scene grammar. This contextdependent grammar is the same as our scene grammar from Section 5, but rather than considering moves toward any exemplar scene in our dictionary, we only consider moves toward exemplar scenes in the context set. Intuitively, if our context set is a bunch of beach scenes, we will only consider beach-like scenegraphs as valid.
The context-dependent scene grammar defines the set of valid semantic changes we can make to a collage. In order to instantiate these semantic changes with actual object segments changes, we consider using each of the object segments in the retrieval set R n . At each iteration of greedy optimization, we simply choose the change that maximizes our posterior. This generates N collages, from which we choose the max a posteriori collage as a final explanation of the query (Algorithm 1).
We speed up this optimization with three further tricks. First, we use the lazy greedy evaluation method described in [12] . Second, we consider segments in R n in a coarse-to-fine manner. On the first iteration of greedy optimization, we only consider changes involving Figure 6 : LMO results. Our algorithm is relatively successful at parsing outdoor scenes. Notice that each region of a query image is matched to a similar but not identical object segment from our dictionary. large objects. Once no further large objects improve the posterior (or after a fixed max number of iterations), we move on to objects at a smaller scale. We repeat this process, iterating over the following set of scales, where the numbers represent the range of object mask As a final trick, between each regular iteration, we apply all valid death moves that improve the posterior, which serves to quickly cull away any unhelpful segments.
Results
We test our algorithm on two datasets: the SUN Database [24] (including a benchmark subset called the LabelMe Outdoor Database (LMO) [13] ), and the NYU RGBD dataset version 2 [19] . Each of these datasets has been annotated with object masks by humans. Example parses using our system are shown in Figures 6, 7 , and 8. An example inferred scenegraph is shown in Figure 9 . More examples can be found in the supplemental materials.
Our implementation takes about 30 minutes at test time to parse a single scene on a single core. Training -computing features and learning the likelihood model parameterstakes a few hours on a single core for a dictionary of several thousand scenes, and scales linearly with dictionary size.
Evaluating segmentation and labeling
To assess our performance at the traditional problem of pixel-labeling, we employ two standard measures from the literature: mean per-pixel label accuracy and mean per-class label accuracy [22] . We compare results to state-of-the-art 
Inferred annotations
Inferred scenegraph Query image Figure 9 : In addition to inferring layered object segments, we also infer how they support one another, as captured by a scenegraph. methods in Table 2 . While we do worse at pixel-labeling than these algorithms, we infer a much richer representation than a grid of pixel labels.
Evaluating layers and support relationships
In addition to inferring a segmentation map and pixelwise labels, our model explicitly represents discrete, layered objects and their support relationships. To compare these inferences to "ground truth", we need a way of estimating ground truth. To estimate the layer order of a scene with only 2D object annotations (i.e. LMO and SUN scenes), we use the heuristics from [17] . For RGBD scenes (i.e. the NYU dataset), we sort segments by max depth. To estimate ground truth scenegraph support relationships, we Mean per-pixel accuracy Algorithm (mean per-class accuracy) Liu et al. [13] 76.7 (N/A) Fabaret et al. [6] 78.5 (29.6) / 74.2 (46.0) Eigen and Fergus [4] 77.1 (32.5) Tighe and Lazebnik [21] 78.6 (39.2) Our method 70.0 (26.2) apply the scenegraph construction rules (Section 2.1) to the ground truth annotations. We then compare our inferred layer orders and scenegraphs to ground truth using the following metric. First, we match each object in the ground truth to a best matching object in our explanation, which is defined to be the object in the explanation of the same object class as (if one exists) for which (Q ∩ Q )/(Q ∪ Q ) is maximized. Next, we list all pairwise relationships between objects in the ground truth scene,r, and all such relationships between objects in the inferred collage,r. We consider both pairwise layer order and scenegraph support relationship (parent, child, no relation). We measure performance as the number of relationships inr that also hold for r when the objects are matched as described above, divided by the total number of relationships inr and r. That is, Score = (r∩r)/(r∪r). We separately report the score measured in this way for layer relationships (LayerScore) and for support relationships (SupportScore). Table 3 enumerates our results on each dataset. While our method often produces reasonable parses of outdoor scenes, it has more difficulty with indoor environments, such as those in the NYU RGBD dataset.
System variation comparisons
In Table 4 , we compare several variations of our system. "Full system" refers to the full system described above. "Nearest-neighbor" refers to just using the single nearestneighbor retrieved scene as the raw explanation for a query image. "No recombination" does not allow objects from more than one dictionary scene to be used in a collage (i.e. the number of scenes in each context set is 1), but otherwise the algorithm proceeds as usually. As the results show, allowing segments to transform and recombine from multiple sources boosts pixel labeling accuracy compared to the "Nearest-neighbor" and "No recombination" baselines. However, interestingly, just using the raw nearest-neighbor does better on layer and support scores. Apparently, by Figure 10 : Using our layer world representation, we can easily swap one object for another. Notice that the mountain gets automatically placed behind the bridge since layers are explicitly represented.
Seed Image Randomly synthesized scenes Figure 11 : Random scenes, on right, synthesized from seed in column on left. These samples look like reasonable scenes, suggesting we are staying close to the set of natural scenes as we randomly walk over our scene grammar. The right-most column shows failure cases where the synthesized scenes do not look very natural.
better fitting the appearance of a query image through segment transformations and recombinations, we break some of the rich structure that comes naturally intact in nearestneighbor images. Finally, we compare to adding a maximum entropy prior over object co-counts ("Maxent prior"; described in detail in the supplemental materials). This prior over-regularizes somewhat, resulting in a decrease in the per-class accuracy and the layer and support scores.
Applications
Image editing: One benefit of our representation is that it is easy to manipulate by humans. Indeed, layer-worlds are often used in consumer image editing software such as Photoshop. In Figure 10 , we show a demo of editing an image. Say a user does not like the tall building in the right image, and wants to replace it. We can use our system to parse the image and provide the user with a set of discrete, manipulable image layers. The user may then swap out the building for a more colorful one. Since our system knows layer Figure 12 : Image-to-anaglyph. Please view with red-blue anaglyph glasses . Our system is able to recover rough 3D from the layer order. However, not all scenes are well modeled by a layer-world. For example, the roads in the street scenes above should extend through multiple depth layers, but our representation cannot capture this.
order, and partially represents occluded pixels, it can intelligently in-paint the region behind a changed object. Here we have implemented just a demo in-painting algorithm that fills in these regions with nearest-neighbor segments.
Random scene synthesis: Since our method is generative, it can be used to synthesize random scenes. Starting with a seed image, we retrieve a random context set from similar looking scenes, which gives us a context-dependent scene grammar. We then take a random walk over productions from this grammar (biasing toward collages that cover as much of the image frame as possible). Example syntheses are given in Figure 11 .
Image-to-anaglyph: The depth order of layers in a collage provides rough 3D information. We can use this information to visualize a scene in anaglyph stereo ( Figure  12 ). First we transfer depth order from the collage to the query image. Shifting the camera reveals occluded pixels, which we in-paint with the pixels from both the collage and nearest-neighbor images.
Conclusion
We have presented a novel and intuitive framework for scene understanding in which we explain an image by piecing together a collection of exemplar scene elements. Our system moves beyond the standard problem of labeling a pixel grid and into an exciting realm of representing layers, discrete objects, and object interrelationships.
